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Abstract
In Madison, WI, two news groups – bloggers and local reporters – are squaring off, 
developing separate value systems and establishing protocols of intergroup activity. 
This study explored those framing values and documented individual role play within 
this Midwestern city’s information-producing community. An informal interpretive 
community of citizen journalists offers ways of knowing distinct from the way the 
press has traditionally practiced, negotiated and shared news stories. Interviews with 
citizens and professional journalists revealed convergences between these groups of 
news writers as well as dichotomies. This evidence showed that both the entrenched 
community of journalists and the emerging one of citizen news writers are framed by 
values of socially responsible missions, access to information, entitlement to knowledge 
and informal notions of professionalism. When ‘anyone can know’ – a quote from 
these interviews – the result is an adaptive organization of information producers that 
influence each other and redefine the aims, standards and ideology of journalism.
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For years, journalists have operated in an ‘interpretive’ community that functions as a 
social mechanism to create the cultural authority to tell society its news (Zelizer, 1993). 
Through a shared discourse, journalists negotiate and agree on the ‘right’ story and, in so 
doing, distinguish themselves as apart from other groups in society. Now a new kind of 
‘journalist’ has emerged. Bloggers and other online citizen writers are capturing attention 
as they settle into press boxes and write pieces that expose presidential lies, corporate 
wrongdoing and other news scoops. In 2005, the White House issued its first press pass 
to a blogger (Seelyle, 2005). By 2008, four more had been added (Froomkin, 2008). And 
by 2010, New York City was issuing press passes to any ‘qualified’ bloggers (Taylor, 
2010). More than 20 million Americans blog with some 1.7 million profiting in some 
way; 452,000 regard the blog as a primary source of income (Zalesne, 2009). A third of 
Americans read blogs and more than half believe bloggers should have the same rights 
as traditional journalists, (Lemay, 2005). This research argues that citizens are forming 
an informal, irregular community with their own values and practices. Scholars and 
media watchers have suggested that the journalistic profession must make room for blog-
gers on the news scene and give up some of their power. Such a move could empower 
people to participate in democracy when they have a direct stake in news production. 
And yet to value blogging content on the same level as vetted news produced by profes-
sionals could be dangerous for that democracy. Seldom has such a disruptive phenome-
non penetrated the inner echelons of the press.

The research questions follow:

1. What goals and values guide the information production that takes place on local 
news sites on the part of both journalists and citizen contributors?

2.a What roles do citizens who contribute regularly to local news sites see themselves 
as playing in the information-production process for their community?

2.b What roles do journalists consider these so-called ‘citizen journalists’ as having 
in relation to news production communities?

3. Are these information-production groups in this city forming any kind of authori-
tative community – either as a collective or separately?

This research attempts to answer these questions by examining one case study: the 
information-producing members of the Midwestern city of Madison, WI. The argu-
ment is made that as these two groups square off, new ways of knowing are becoming 
acceptable among all the disseminators of community news. The evidence shows that 
bloggers and other citizen contributors of local information about this city are form-
ing networks characterized by a framing set of goals, values and norms – creating 
what some might consider their own ‘interpretive community’. The data also reveal 
that a subset of these citizens aspire to be integrated with the journalists’ community 
in this place in several ways: as contributors in their own right, as major branded com-
menters on news and events, and as key sources of local information. As a result, 
journalists have begun to (grudgingly) include local bloggers in their normative, 
organizational routines of news gathering as the bloggers clamor for attention and a 
piece of authority.
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Literature review

Membership in interpretive communities
Scholars have argued that journalists make up an ‘interpretive community’ (Berkowitz 
and Terkeurst, 1999; Zelizer, 1993). Interpretive communities form when people infor-
mally congregate with a common set of beliefs and normative practices that, taken 
together, establish a kind of paradigm for the group as a whole that is then presented 
to society (Berkowitz and Terkeurst, 1999; Fish, 1980; Lindlof, 1987; Zelizer, 1993). 
Personal networks maintain the communities by influencing mutual consideration of 
significance internally, as well as externally in relationships with institutions and subcul-
tures (Fischer, 1982). These communities exercise power relationships, a way to estab-
lish a status within a larger society (Berkowitz and Terkeurst, 1999). Journalists ‘are 
united through their collective interpretations of the key public events’ by their shared 
and informal discourse (Zelizer, 1993: 225). They practice standard values: truth, loyalty 
to public, disciplined verification, independence, diligence, significance, engagement, 
and relevance (Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2007). Zelizer (1993) discerned that the ingredi-
ents of the mainstream press’ interpretive community extend beyond professional values 
to include: usage of constructions of reality, informal networking, unified ways of story-
telling, and a disdain for structured organization.

Their interpretive community assures the press of its institutional authority in America. 
Press theorists have conceived authority to be a manifestation of institutional power 
based on an entity’s or individual’s levels of expertise, knowledge, competence and 
influence as well as the informal and formal, instituted mechanisms that work to create a 
standardized news story (Cater, 1959; Cook, 1998, 2001; Driscoll and Salwen, 1995; 
Entman, 2004; Salwen, 1987). This authority depends on consistent boundary mainte-
nance, such as ‘news repair’ of contrary stories, exclusive access to the power elites, and 
an acknowledgement on behalf of audiences that journalists have this power to explain 
the news for society (Bennett et al., 1985; Cook, 1998; Winch, 1997; Zelizer, 1993). 
Using the terminology of sociologist Niklas Luhmann, Mark Deuze (2007) argued that 
‘the culture of journalism functions as an autopoietic or “self-organizing” social system. 
Newcomers are primarily expected to adapt themselves, and to adopt the dominant (ideo-
logical) perception of what journalism is’ (169–170).

New members and citizen journalists
The latest newcomer is the so-called ‘citizen journalist’. In this article, the term ‘citizen 
journalist’ will mean any person who does not get paid by a mainstream news organiza-
tion to report and write online as part of a local blog, website, or forum imparting infor-
mation about the geographic community. Much has been written about the ability of 
these people to interact with, buoy, challenge, and even usurp media institutions online 
(Allan, 2006; Bruns, 2008; Gant, 2007; Gillmor, 2004; Shirky, 2008). Citizen journal-
ism, it has been theorized, has transformative potential for news production hierarchies 
(Bruns, 2008; Deuze, 2006; Gillmor, 2004; McChesney, 2007; Robinson, 2009; Tilley 
and Cokley, 2008). However, the research on blogging is contradictory and often 
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atheoretical. Some scholars have declared the label ‘citizen journalism’ problematic 
(Tilley and Cokley, 2008), arguing that a cohesive genre could not exist in this fickle 
environment. Nevertheless, typologies abound (Domingo and Heinonen, 2008), with 
some research making the case that the blogosphere is in fact organizing. For example, 
Schmidt applies a sociological structuration framework to blogs, finding that ‘communities 
of blogging practices’ (2007: 1409) are emerging that are governed by rigid rules, rela-
tions and codes. Within these communities, bloggers manage identities, build networks, 
establish authority and strive for visibility via their particular selection of technical 
platform, blogroll, hyperlinks and other features of the blogosphere, according to 
Schmidt. In doing this, bloggers achieve their (usually shared) goals of communication 
and reify a general set of tenets for the blogosphere at large (Schmidt, 2007). Some of 
these tenets include opining and calling on unofficial sources (Carpenter, 2008) as well 
as valuing conversation, transparency and collaborative work (Domingo and Heinonen, 
2008). Other scholars have found that bloggers align themselves with journalists, incor-
porating similar norms, values of accuracy, responsibility and independence (Tomaszeski 
et al., 2009). Rutigliano (2005) proposed that citizen journalists are creating a new ‘class 
of civic journalism’.

So far, some research has suggested that the work of citizens as information produc-
ers has also begun to influence news by adding new perspectives (Allan, 2006; Gillmor, 
2004) and introducing new topics for national attention (Carlson, 2007). Robinson 
(2009) proposed that a ‘second-order newsroom’ or ‘cyber-newsroom’ formed when 
citizens reported, produced, countered and repaired the news content of journalists 
online. Some research reports that media workers maintain old values in the midst of 
digital changes (O’Sullivan and Heinonen, 2008) and actively devalue user-generated 
content (Lewis et al., 2009). Still other scholars have suggested that blogs alter report-
ers’ conceptions of immediacy, interactivity and transparency (Bivens, 2008) and 
influence newsroom conversations and sourcing practices (Lowrey and Mackay, 2008). 
This research explored what online contributors think about their role as information 
producers, as well as how the journalists perceive that role.

Method

A case study
This research entailed in-depth interviews with 38 people in Madison, WI: 24 citizens 
who contributed in some way to sites about the local community and 14 mainstream 
journalists from three local print publications. In this capital city of about 250,000, 
citizens as ‘reporters’ first started writing about local news online in the late 1990s with 
the introduction of the wildly popular thedailypage.com forums (a partner of the local 
alternative Isthmus newspaper). The trend proliferated in the early 2000s with the birth 
of Dane 101, a citizen-run site for local entertainment, culture and community issues, as 
well as a university-administered citizen journalism site called Madison Commons and a 
number of well-read blogs about local issues. For this research, the citizen journalists 
were selected via a ‘snowball’ method: word of mouth, cites in local publications, two 
citizen journalism aggregators in town and the blogging database, Technorati, as well as 
those who responded to queries to the community by the researchers. This group  
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consisted of mostly women (about two-thirds white, one-third black), aged 22–56, and 
employed in business, social work, sales or some profession other than journalism. The 
journalists in the sample responded to email requests by the researchers, who contacted 
every third reporter or editor on a compiled list of the city’s 100 or so journalists in the 
community’s three newspapers and area print freelancers during 2008 and 2009. This 
group was evenly split between males and females, reporters and editors. All were 
‘traditional’ text-based journalists by training, selected to isolate a specific kind of 
journalistic interpretive community (the boundaries of which might have changed with 
multimedia producers or broadcasters). Each interview lasted about an hour with follow-
up questions. Contributors are identified by numbers (101–116, 132–139 bloggers; 
117–131 journalists) throughout the text. All were promised anonymity.

Once transcribed, all the interviews were read through several times, following 
Strauss and Corbin’s (1998) analytical system involving open, axial and selective coding 
of data. In open coding, the researcher performs a line-by-line analysis looking for domi-
nant concepts – in this case, the framing values of these communities. After this first 
reading, the authors conducted a deeper axial coding, which meta-analyzes the initial 
coding for patterns in specific phenomena and particular conditions and consequences of 
dominant categories and sub-categories. Finally, in selective coding, those categorical 
relationships are refined and integrated (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). Since this research 
was most concerned with the ‘interpretive community of journalism’ (Zelizer, 1993), the 
interviews were scrutinized for concepts relating to the components of this community 
as laid out in the literature review – evidence of shared discourse among journalists and 
citizen journalists about what they do. In all, 50 open-ended questions included demo-
graphic information and concepts of community and attitudes about journalism, as well 
as items that explored journalists’ and citizens’ motivations, influences, and routines in 
information production. For example, main questions such as ‘what is your goal’, ‘where 
do you get your information’, and ‘how do you consider bloggers/journalists’ guided 
these partially structured interviews.

The next section crafts the narrative of the introduction and assimilation of these new 
information producers in Madison, WI. The case study provides a unique opportunity to 
explore the emergent phenomenon being called ‘citizen journalism’ for its impact and 
influence on other parts of the information society, namely journalists. A categorization 
of goals and values – articulation of mission, entitlement to knowledge, access to infor-
mation, and professionalism (see Figure 1) – provided a platform to discuss the emerging 
and evolving roles for this city’s information producers. Finally, the discussion and con-
clusion take up the consequences of those conditions – the presumption of authority, 
which is essential for any community to be relevant to society.

Findings: two information-producing communities
At first, as the forums and blogs about Madison, WI, proliferated, the journalists didn’t 
pay much attention as they worked their official beats and struggled to retain audi-
ences. Case in point: in mid-2009 the city’s major media outlets partnered to collabo-
rate on investigative projects of interest to Madison. Calling the effort All Together 
Now, the group included 23 newspapers, magazines, radio, television, student and ethnic 
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media to report on health care (published in October of that year). Everyone got an 
invitation; everyone except the local citizen-run sites. Leaders of the project said they 
never thought to include Dane 101 participants or the other local bloggers (personal 
communication, 2009).

This did not sit well with local bloggers, who were trying to establish their own 
identity, reputation and readership in the community. Said one local food blogger who 
had no experience as a professional reporter, ‘They didn’t do any of that “reach-out-
side-the-ivory-tower-we -are-journalists” thing and I was mad!’ (137). In the interview 
this blogger attributed the exclusion to fear by the local press establishment at letting 
citizens help in news production. He set out to find himself and other local bloggers a 
‘seat at the table’ because citizens are also involved in ‘raising everybody’s level of 
knowledge’. But his entreaties tended to be met with ignorance or apathy. For exam-
ple, he emailed a food reporter in town to let her know about one of his reviews:

One reason we read what other people write is it helps provide context for our review. A food 
review doesn’t occur in a vacuum … [but] the food journalist wrote back and said ‘do I know 
you?’ and I wrote back ‘we have an interest- connection writing about food. Here’s my blog.’ 
The reporter wrote back, ‘I’ve never heard of that site!’ I just thought it was weird how a 
professional would be totally oblivious to our existence when we’d been around for so long.

In some cases disdain reigned, as the bloggers’ presence in the community became influ-
ential. When one of the founders of Dane 101 started working at the local alternative 
weekly, he stopped talking to his former citizen journalism partner. At one point the new 
mainstream journalist asked the Dane 101 editor if he was trying to demolish the weekly. 
The citizen journalist took him out for a beer to assure him that was not the case, but little 
could be done to repair the relationship. The evidence from this sample showed two 
distinct information-producing communities existing in this city, fraught with tension 
and governed by different value systems.

Missions
Interestingly, both the local bloggers and the journalists in this Midwestern city harbored 
the same missions for their information production: to offer some kind of ‘truth’ to be of 

Figure 1. Value conditions
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use to Madison and its residents and to attain sufficient readership – and thus authority – to 
be successful in that aim. Consider the similarities in the following two comments, one 
from a journalist and one from a local blogger:

Our mission is about truth telling and community building in that we do not just tell stories 
because we can, but because they contribute something to a shared vision of the community or 
to a watchdog role or to some other community ethos. (Executive editor, 121)

Now they are all very different people, but they’re all motivated by a strong desire for better 
community – as they perceive that to be. (Local blogger, 42-year-old communications specialist, 
138, speaking of several local blogs)

Both journalist and blogger connected their online work with the greater community of 
Madison, specifically with improving it.

Once these articulations are broken down, one can see how distinct their conceptual-
izations of community health can be. For journalists, acts of ‘truth telling’ and ‘com-
munity building’ rested on agreed-upon ways of fact gathering, verification and 
distillation in a disinterested manner but according to a ‘shared vision’ – shared by other 
journalists and community leaders, that is. Such articulations echoed what journalists 
have long advocated about their missions in truth telling. According to Kovach and 
Rosenstiel, journalists seek a ‘functional truth’ (2007: 42) that can be verified in agreed-
upon methods of objectivity. And even though Kovach and Rosenstiel concluded that 
ultimately any functional truth could only manifest as a process or a conversation, the 
words from this sample of journalists reiterated that ‘truth’ happens in bullets: they 
write an article – the truth as they know it filled with ‘facts’ from official quotations and 
documents. Then, new developments, commentary, debate and information force a new 
fact-gathering protocol for the reporter, yielding another article. Thus, truth happens in 
specified moments of time, dictated and shaped by the work of the reporter.

Furthermore, journalists in this sample believed that their compensated job guaran-
teed their commitment to their methodological objectivity, thereby getting at a more 
genuine ‘truth’ (124, 125, 129).

Nobody in their right minds is going to go to the zoning board meeting, spend eight hours and 
then write five paragraphs. Why would you do that for free? You wouldn’t unless you have a 
particular interest or benefit and then who is going to trust that story? (129).

A couple of inferences can be made about the above quote by a metro reporter. First, 
reporters seek ‘facts’ from official sources such as zoning boards – a sanctified method-
ology based on the recounting of concrete events, quotations and documents from each 
side as well as a final contextualized interpretation borne from a careful scrutiny of all 
that had been said.

And secondly, this reporter’s comment implies that, in contrast, citizens who blog 
such formal meetings must have some kind of an agenda, which would pervert any 
‘truth’ produced. Indeed, throughout their interviews, journalists distanced officially 
sourced ‘journalism’ from ‘citizen journalism’. One editor named his paper the author-
ity for the community, while he said user-generated content maintains the ‘voice of one 
sub-community’ (124). The journalists generally considered online contributors’ aims 
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as incongruent with their own objectives. The phrase “‘citizen journalism’ is an oxymoron” 
(124), said one local editor.

They might be engaged in truth seeking but I do not consider them journalists … I just do not 
see any unified, understandable narrative that people can hold onto in there, not like a whole 
package that journalists can provide. There needs to be a final distillation of it. (124)

But for citizens, the idea of a better community differed according to who was writing 
(‘as they perceived that to be’). In contrast to the journalists, these participants were uni-
fied in declaring that they wanted to be ‘active readers’ (102) and ‘community thinkers’ 
(104). The notion ‘community thinking’ resonated with many of the bloggers and other 
citizen contributors. The phrase came from a long-time blogger, a former city official 
whose blog mission was ‘a candid examination of right-wing policies and the Democrats 
who play along and the horrid liberal policies designed to assuage the moderates but end 
up irritating everyone. And other stuff,’ according to his site. Their motivations varied 
widely: the former city official, for example, alternatively described his motivations as 
‘to participate in the local political process’ and ‘sometimes because I want to tweak 
someone’ as well as ‘just for fun’ (104). Some detached themselves from the term ‘citi-
zen journalist’ or any larger grouping or community: ‘I may be a citizen but I am not a 
journalist. I only write about subjects that interest me,’ said a 63-year-old who has been 
writing since 2005 and whose blogs hatched from issues he dealt with when he was 
involved in local politics (e.g. his expertise) (104). For these citizens, it was altruism (not 
being compensated) that indicated a genuine commitment to community truths (105, 
106, 114).

The citizens in this sample valued making someone care, establishing connection or 
providing a new perspective that made people think. The act of writing helped them 
interact with others in the city – a key component of community ‘thinking’ for them 
(103, 105). ‘Blogs open up a dialogue more, and meet a long-standing need for people 
to communicate more’ (115). Their sites, taken as a whole, offered a news mosaic of fact 
and commentary that expressed the city, a space for thinking about the state of their 
communities. A former city official posted about memorials to ‘worthy’ city leaders and 
‘inside’ perspectives on the motivations of local developers. A geographer ranted about 
a local forum on sustainable sheep farming and wrote about a food cooperative’s role in 
the community, saying his blog ‘lets me continue moving forward to think about other 
things … I was kind of looking for the one big statement to get out to the world’ (132). 
We can begin to conceptualize the notion of ‘community thinking’ as nurturing a work-
ing relationship with Madison, as opposed to a dictation of some official shared vision 
or map to a specific kind of community.

Thus, any real method of citizen journalists depended on community-inspired dia-
logue, as opposed to objective, official facts, which sometimes ‘don’t matter’, (107) 
noted one blogger who had been writing for Dane 101 for a year. Another said, ‘People’s 
truths are different from everyone else’s truths’ (101). For these individuals, the official-
sanctioned ‘facts’ of journalistic currency amounted to only a version of the ‘truth’. 
Instead of stories, citizens valued storytelling, construing ‘facts’ more as ‘perspectives’ 
(104) that changed with their expertise as well as their public and personal conversations 
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and experiences. These citizens were interested in ideas, events, outcomes and opinion 
and not power, process, or any formal fact per se. Therefore, in contrast to the bulleted, 
concrete truths of news articles, citizens perceived themselves as producing moments of 
truth construction. In other words, truth arrived during the methodological process of 
news gathering (as opposed to an end product). And unlike the journalists, citizens 
acknowledged that these truths tended to be less defined, more haphazard, and often 
fleeting. The journalistically determined ‘functional truth’ gave way to a more ‘dialogic 
truth’ for these writers. News stories represented a beginning for multi-perspectival 
processing of societal truths – a chance when the real story could be worked out. ‘Maybe 
that is why we do this, I want an alternative. I do want it to be something that has nothing 
to do with the media machine’ (101), said one woman just starting to contribute online. 
This philosophy might help explain why, after complaining about being excluded from 
that All Together Now media-collaboration project, the Dane 101 founder declined the 
belated invitation sent his way, citing resource issues as well as the desire to be included 
only on blogger terms such as format, timeline and participation.

Yet by 2009, journalists had started to recognize that even if citizens were not traffick-
ing in ‘facts’ as a ‘news product’ per se they were producing content that was changing 
the dynamics of information production in their city. More and more user-generated 
content had begun informing journalists’ sources and audiences, influencing the news 
events they covered, and, ultimately, confusing the idea of any ‘news product’. Thus, in 
a bid to preserve their authority and protect their branded product lines, journalists con-
trasted their sense of entitlement to community information, ways of accessing that 
information and their own professionalism with the citizens and their production.

Entitlement
Journalists’ communities have endured in part because of a sense of entitlement to be 
the information purveyors for society (Cook, 1998; Zelizer, 1993), and this worldview 
emerged in this sample of journalists as well: ‘Journalism must have an aura of authority’ 
(125) and ‘I write from a position of authority’ (126). Journalists said they occupied the 
best position in society to disseminate the news: ‘The best authorities are those people 
who are very knowledgeable and who are not prevented from special interests from 
sharing what they know’ (125); ‘People who have published in Harpers know better and 
more than people who have not’ (123); and, ‘There is no substitute for a strong authorita-
tive story that has all the facts, and for us that is the best marketing of all’ (122). These 
comments reflected an assurance that their authority as information gatherers, synthe-
sizers, gatekeepers and distributors remained well intact, despite citizen journalism. 
Journalists wanted to ‘remain above the fray’ (127) and referred to themselves as a collec-
tive ‘us’ and to citizen journalists as ‘them’. ‘I do not think citizen journalists have the 
same authority as a newsroom with the backing of an institutional name behind it’ (128). 
Another stated, ‘There is an uneasiness in the field that so much content is free and we are 
not putting a value on journalism any more’ (129). One reporter (122) considered his fel-
low journalists as having a ‘collective mission with a we’re-all-in-this-together feeling’.

In contrast, some bloggers resisted that ‘all-in-this-together feeling’, saying they 
lacked the higher purpose that journalists nurture, as in the comment by this 36-year-old 
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blogger who had been posting liberal tidbits from Madison after a stint in city 
government:

I do not see the blog as any kind of special responsibility. It is just something I enjoy doing. A 
lot of it is not necessarily driven by material, but what is going on in my life. It’s not like I have 
some great motivating force. (116)

They did not talk about building brands or adding value so much as they valued 
‘contributing’. One occasional contributor to local forum sites pointed out: ‘You cannot 
save the world and also work’ (105). They didn’t have editors (except for two inter-
viewed) or the backing of any large organization, which meant they didn’t have as much 
authority or prestige (133, 136, 137, 139, 140), they contended.

On the other hand, citizens noted that even if they lacked a sanctioned position of 
authority in society, they maintained a sense of entitlement over the right to gather infor-
mation and to construct community knowledge. Citizen contributors made a point of dis-
tinguishing themselves from other institutions, preferring to consider themselves more 
alternative and less structured on purpose (101, 102, 136, 137, 140). They considered each 
other the authorities: ‘Where do I go for authoritative community news? Quite frankly 
people I know’ (116) said the liberal poster who ‘knows’ information from her two jobs in 
social services, volunteerism and a social network. The blogger acknowledged that she 
often bypassed local news sites in favor of the popular blogs in town. Another blogger, this 
one an arts reviewer for Dane 101, added that ‘Anybody can know’ (107).

Access
For a journalistic community to be viable, its members must forge relationships with 
insiders, outsiders and each other that can reinforce their place in the macro society 
(Zelizer, 1993). In this sample, journalists’ dependence on officials and people of author-
ity endured (122). ‘When Alec Baldwin or someone posts, I do not care, but where there 
are people who are tied in and do have access that I do not have access to, then that is 
something that I cannot learn on my own, and I pay attention’ (123). Reporters said they 
were in contact with other journalists at events, on list serves, in conferences and other 
places of information gathering. For journalists, citizen writers online were usually 
unknowns with no institutional backing. They were not ‘tied in’ and, therefore, were 
merely ‘creating real news’ (124). Those bloggers who tended to get quoted in these local 
papers were ones who had direct connections to government, such as a former mayor or 
a current city councilor. The rest were called ‘attention grabbers’ (124), part of the ‘polit-
ical chattering class’ (122), ‘exhibitionists’ (126), and ‘those dickwad bloggers’ (123).1 
All of these terms imply that the citizen writers pretended to have an access that they did 
not. Occasionally a journalist in the sample nodded to citizen contributors as possible 
resources (126, 130): ‘The one area that I see citizen journalists as being a huge benefit 
is to uncover those things that go uncovered. Then when one of us sees it, it can become 
something important’ (127). Note that it is only once the information hits mainstream 
news cycles that it becomes something important. Authority over news then is limited to 
the profession.
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In contrast, citizen contributors positioned themselves as news gatherers and dissemi-
nators, even as some of them rejected the formal label of journalist. ‘Access’ for citizens 
entailed contact with local experts and officials as well as ‘average’ people, journalists, 
each other and other information producers. They often cited the source of their informa-
tion in their blogs, linked to websites and documents, and quoted from city council meet-
ings. Most of the citizen journalists ‘heard’ about news before it hit the paper (115). 
Those citizens who published regularly distinguished themselves as having some kind of 
privileged access. One citizen volunteered at a local public radio station: ‘I find out a lot 
about stories through the press releases I see there’ (107). Others had ‘special’ knowledge 
because of a neighbor at the water board or a husband who was an alderman. ‘I get a lot 
of insider information’ (102), said a 45-year-old professional life coach who blogs about 
her neighborhood. Some named ‘access’ as key to becoming known: ‘You have to estab-
lish credibility and that means time, money and access. By now people know [the blog], 
but as all bloggers, I had to start out borrowing my access’ by linking to other articles and 
posts, said the 21-year-old history major running a popular local blog (133). In other 
words, citizen journalists were just as ‘in the know’ as journalists, and had a kind of 
access important to community, said citizen writers.

Professionalism
The journalists in this sample valued objectivity, accuracy and credibility above all else 
(including timeliness) – the characteristics of the profession that would, when present, 
indicate truth. Journalists reported feeling unsure of ‘truth’ in the world of citizen jour-
nalism. ‘I really enjoy Dane 101 but when I want to find out what is happening I go to 
(the local newspaper and television sites) because I know that those two places verify 
their information’ (121). One freelancer reported that he would never take material 
directly from a blog or comment without verification with a more authoritative figure 
because there are ‘no standards, no guidelines, no repercussions’ (123). Another reporter 
added, ‘I do think that citizen journalism is a threat to journalism. I am concerned that if 
it is taken as the standard, as a primary source of information for consumers of media, I 
worry about its potential to threaten the republic in which we live’ (126). It comes as no 
surprise then that most of the journalists considered engaging citizens as ‘unprofessional’ 
(122). And this may explain why when the bloggers dismissed the invitation to partici-
pate in All Together Now, one of the leaders threw up his hands in frustration: ‘I sort of 
resent it. These people post the first thing that comes into their heads so they don’t need 
a lot of lead time to blog about a given topic.’ In this comment, the editor reiterated what 
he believed to be an essential difference in the trained reporter of facts and bloggers who 
‘post the first thing that comes into their heads’. Despite the initial overture, this state-
ment essentially excluded citizens (‘these people’) from the All Together Now members – 
all sanctioned journalists and, thus, from the community that was the press in this city. 
Only a third of the journalists checked the comments on their stories in any regular man-
ner, and they never responded. One reporter (125) said of the comments on his stories: 
‘God bless them if they read it … they are welcome to react.’ Their published story rep-
resented their ‘say’ (126), as in ‘my stories do all my talking’ (122, but also 125 and 128). 
About 10 percent of the time, the reporter emailed the commenter or blogger – ‘If a 
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comment misstates a fact, then I am compelled to correct it’ (126) – but never in the 
public domain. They viewed citizen journalists as being ‘off on their own’ (123). ‘None 
of them follow the legislature so no, I don’t consider any of those blogs I read as journal-
ism’ (122). This last comment suggests that for something to be considered journalism, 
the author must either have a beat or otherwise ‘follow’ some kind of institutional 
authority.

Citizen journalists agreed that their sense of etiquette for information production 
differed significantly from reporters. The bloggers practiced their own kind of ‘news’ 
gathering: their ‘quotes’ were gleaned from neighbors and coworkers and their ‘facts’ 
tended to the minutiae of their special interest, academic reports, rumor and other third/
fourth-hand information. Some of those interviewed eschewed fact checking and 
claimed they ‘take [sources’] words at face value’ (115). ‘Bloggers do not have a rigor-
ous set of standards’ in the same way that journalists do (116). Yet, a common set of 
principles guided these citizen journalists: rants were tedious (107); personal attacks 
were in poor taste (unless provoked) (104, 115); ‘craziness’ was not tolerated (115); 
material needed to be updated constantly (102, 108, 104); and ‘kneejerk’ responses 
were not helpful (102). They reported valuing wit, freshness, volume and transparency. 
A former elected official discussed standards for his blog writing as being ‘tasteful’ and 
‘edited’ (104). Citizen journalists said they liked to have something fresh every day, or 
even multiple times a day – and disparaged other bloggers who did not hold the same 
standard (104, 115, 116, 133, 134). Posts could take anywhere from five minutes to 
several hours, depending on how much verification took place (which varied widely 
among those interviewed; those with more established blogs reported more sourcing 
and evidence). Where the worth of a reporter could be determined by access to officials 
and experts, citizen journalists valued links (132, 136, 137):

I try my best to make sure the style is such that it will keep people’s interest and that there’s 
enough background research to back up my pointed opinions. I’ve gotten some feedback from 
people who really appreciate the links. One guy told me, reading your blog post is kind of like 
early days of web when we’d wander all over. I’m offering a new path to the web. (132)

This blogger, a geographer, used to write for several list serves before starting his own 
blog about community spaces. His information sources included both local reporters and 
bloggers, and he did not hesitate to make a phone call or two to ‘get the real story’. The 
more writing they did, the more this set of standards became habitual. Once they started 
reporting regularly, citizens developed routine ways of ‘knowing’ what should and 
should not be published (102, 104, 115) – in much the same way as journalists. As the 
history student writing the campus blog said:

There are select bloggers who do their own reporting. Like I’ll say, ‘I called up Alder Mike 
Verveer.’ Kind of a bummer I have to say that, or people will ask where does this info come 
from. But that’s the way it is. (133)

Thus these new ‘paths’ reflected borrowed standards from the other information producers 
in town.
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So, even as journalists clearly did not see writers online as entitled to be a part of their 
community, citizens seemed to be creating an alternative concept of what it means to be 
‘authoritative’. Some of these writers were quick to assert a role for themselves in news 
production: ‘I do think that there is a community of citizen journalism and that that is 
going to have an increased importance on our news intake’ (107). The phrase ‘anybody 
can know’ is a direct invective toward mainstream press and suggests an undermining, 
at least on the part of those citizen contributors interviewed, of any singular source of 
news and information about the community. Rather, ‘knowledge’ does not have to be 
informed merely by institutionally approved facts, but can also derive from perspec-
tives, opinions, rumor and other kinds of information products now being circulated as 
‘truth’ about the local city. While this has always been the case to some extent (from 
coffee shop conversation to public relations material), this was the first time citizens 
could mass produce their ‘news’ in such a way that infused the content directly into the 
information-production cycle of mainstream news gathering and dissemination – a fact 
not lost on those journalists interviewed. This of course leads to the concern that such 
information (that ‘pointed opinion’ from bloggers) does a disservice to community 
knowledge: how do we know whether the ‘facts’ are in context or true when produced 
by such a haphazard set of principles? What are the motivations of someone just doing 
this ‘for fun’ or how can credibility be ascertained with a writer out to ‘tweak’ someone? 
Objectivity, balance, fairness, story … these all help the journalist give birth to a news 
product of some import that keeps them in a profession. For citizens, wit, freshness and 
transparency were essentially a luxury; they could always go back to their day jobs. The 
distinctions between these communities did not relate so much to a sense of purpose (for 
both groups reportedly produced for some greater good as well as for readership and 
influence) so much as the operationalization of those missions and different perceptions 
of what the community ‘needs’ to ‘know’.

Findings: slowly conjoining communities
And yet by the time of these interviews in 2008 and 2009, some members of these two 
groups of information producers were intermingling. This evidence found an increasing 
sense of entitlement among citizens (and corresponding decrease in entitlement by 
some top editors) as well as merging practices regarding information access and profes-
sionalism. For their part, those citizens interviewed were developing a paradigmatic 
feeling of entitlement associated with their communicative acts online – often akin to 
that sense of privilege reported by journalists. When citizens (none of whom had 
journalism experience) from one of the local sites banded together to cover the primary, 
they reported ‘feeling like a team’ and being ‘on the inside’. ‘Sometimes I felt like I was 
this intrepid reporter. I liked being the first one to tell people that something was hap-
pening’ (115), reported a technical writer who spent a few evenings during the 2008 
election with a laptop, sitting in the press box at an Obama debate. Another, a salesman 
who occasionally wrote about community theater, referred to himself as a ‘limited 
journalist’ (108). While some considered their work as ‘interaction with journalism’ (one 
former journalist-turned-forum contributor, 134), others firmly positioned themselves in 
the community of journalism: ‘I consider a lot of what I had written as journalism’ 
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(140) said a 23-year-old law student who ran a popular blog set up to counter the local 
student papers. One, the founder of the most widely read blog site in the city, called 
himself a ‘tastemaker’ (139). Most, once they started contributing to various commu-
nity sites regularly, acknowledged that they started to think like a journalist, even if 
they were hesitant to call themselves as such (107, 115, 108). And many enjoyed the 
power of publishing, ‘being in the know’ and sharing information others ‘do not know’ 
(105, 104, 103, 108). Consider the following comment by a 21-year-old history student 
whose popular blog touched on everything from local sports and news to state and 
national issues:

I’m trying to find news and report it. And people who do that are journalists. The idea of blogs 
as important news aren’t stigmatizing any more, saying they are not legitimate. The foundation 
of that argument is that you have to have some giant corporation backing you, or that it has to 
be printed on paper, or that it has to be funded through patronage, some rich guy, some 
foundation. That runs against any ideals of free press. Bloggers can be journalists if they want 
to be. (133)

Not only did some of the citizen writers identify as journalists (obviously not all), but 
also some bragged about their associations with established journalists in town. Citizens 
reported they all knew journalists personally, discussed stories with them frequently, 
and provided story tips. A former city official, one blogger who was used to being quoted 
in the mainstream press, worked with reporters on digging into local rumors (104). He 
told of calling the editor of a local paper to complain about perfunctory coverage of a 
development group in town, and he wrote about it in his blog; the paper capitulated and 
started covering the group with a more critical eye. One blogger reported getting a 
phone call from a local editor about information in one of her posts (115). Another for-
mer city official (116) noted that her online article on children in advertising spurred a 
feature by the local paper. This last writer said she regularly suggests to reporters (whom 
she knew as a city councilor) story topics and counsels them on how to report. In the 
interviews, participants name-dropped journalists (as in ‘Kristen does a good job but 
nobody appreciates her’, 139) to imply a level of closeness with the community that 
might indicate social reciprocity. Consider this 2009 post from a former city official 
whose blog is well read:

Going back almost three decades, Bill Kessler, Frankie Pots and Pans, and I made regular trips 
to see live horse racing in Chicago … Determined to make a trip this year, we scheduled one 
for last Thursday. We were joined by Doug Moe of the Wisconsin State Journal, who not only 
enjoys horse racing but knows a good hot dog, and best of all, tells a great story.

This post positions the writer as being connected and engaged with the movers and 
shakers of the community, including the informal community of journalists. The tone of 
the recounting is meant to show a familiarity with the sources, demonstrating that he 
belongs to the ‘in’ crowd and, thus, that his blog speaks from and is informed by the com-
munity powers. Citizens in this sample claimed they wanted ‘to build relationships’ 
(139) with reporters. Thus, the notion of ‘authority’ is correlated to connection to the 
already established journalistic community and their own source network.
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Despite their wariness of the citizens’ product, journalists themselves acknowledged 
in these interviews that:

The new media world is a massive paradigm shift in which once the media was the center of the 
universe and now the user is the center of the universe, and when that happened the nature of 
storytelling and what we do changed. (121) … ‘Most younger readers/users these days tell me 
they don’t want authority. They want information and they will make up their minds. They want 
to be the authority’ (121). 

Active online citizen writers should be ‘tapped’ (117, 121). Nearly every journalist had 
an anecdote about working with blog information or finding sources in a chat room or on 
a list serve (117, 118, 122, 123, 125, 128, 129, 130). ‘I’ve used message posts to verify,’ 
said one freelancer (123). Others found blogs and comments on stories helpful in learn-
ing new beats (127) and to ‘hear things’ (129). A few months after that food blogger 
emailed the reporter, she named his blog as one of her information sources in her inter-
view with the researchers, saying ‘I think lots of blogs carried by non-journalists can 
potentially carry news, including this one’ (118).

In addition, news organizations were encouraging reporters to incorporate citizen 
journalism practices in their professional and private lives, including having their own 
blogs, creating social networking profiles, and keeping up to date with all the citizen 
journalism sites of their beats. And those who were blogging on their own time consid-
ered what they did on those sites as journalism (121, 127, 131). ‘Some of what I do on 
there is definitely journalism … people get on there and say idiotic things and I get on 
there to correct them. I get the truth out there’ (127). And finally, newspaper journalists 
were planning on increasing the ability of citizens to publish on their sites, be it in forums 
or individual blogs or citizen ‘reporting’ (124). All of this shows that journalists are con-
sidering bloggers as viable players in news production and not just as another informa-
tion source.

The following blending of communities could be detected in the city:

Dane 101 and other local citizen-run sites recruited reporters to write on their off 
time. Reporters, whose pay had been cut through furloughs, jumped at the chance.
Newsrooms sought partnerships with local bloggers. For example, all the local 
news organizations accepted material from the citizen journalism project called 
Madison Commons, run by the University of Wisconsin-Madison. And, after the 
hoopla about their exclusion in the All Together Now media collaboration, blog-
gers were assured of an invitation to the next project (projected for October 2010) 
with the leaders saying they ‘welcomed the other perspectives’ (personal com-
munication, 2009). And, the alternative weekly actively recruited popular local 
bloggers to have their content hosted on their site. Questioned about a luncheon 
he had with a local blogger, an online director said: ‘He’s the go-to guy for this 
kind of news, and we wanted to be the go-to site’ (117).
Most significantly, editors started hiring bloggers into the newsroom. In the city’s 
largest news organization, one former blogger-turned-journalist said she had set 
out to change the cultural mindset in the newsroom about audience interactivity 
and the attitude about local blogosphere from the inside (115).
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These developments led one prominent blogger in town to declare the following by the 
end of 2009:

I do think there used to be very hard boundaries where everybody was each other’s competition, 
but there’s a community forming between the media that there wasn’t there before. (139)

Discussion
For the majority of journalists and the majority of citizen online writers, two distinct 
groups of information producers existed: one a collective with agreed-upon sense of mis-
sion, entitlement, level of access and professionalism producing a formal ‘news’ product, 
and the other a loose ad hoc grouping made up of diverse motivations, perspectives and 
methods producing little in the way of a truly cohesive product but much in the way of 
influence within the Madison information-production community. ‘Content is driven by 
the people now,’ declared one citizen (108). The citizens were developing their own 
constructions of reality, informal networking, unified ways of storytelling and a disdain 
for structured organization – those components that Zelizer described as shaping the 
journalistic interpretive community. Whereas journalists considered themselves commu-
nity builders and relied on officials and other institutional sourcing to do so, citizens 
thought of themselves as ‘community thinkers’ and privileged ‘anyone’ who might have 
access to knowledge. Journalistic values of objectivity, credibility and accuracy compete 
with citizen-desired connections, freshness, volume and transparency within these two 
information-producing communities in Madison, WI.

Yet this data also demonstrated that a subset of the two groups was starting to overlap, 
creating a tension over information-production authority at the normative (reporter rou-
tines and production methods) and organizational (structural) levels. The common pur-
pose of information contribution and knowledge creation united individuals in both 
groups. These two groups were influencing each other’s internal and external practices 
and relationships. Journalists were incorporating citizen writing into production routines. 
They invited the local bloggers into their community projects and hired them into their 
newsrooms. They participated in the act of blogging. As a result, citizens were develop-
ing a feeling of belonging in this world of information production, which is an essential 
ingredient to the formation of community (Putnam, 2000), and they were penetrating the 
information production community, resulting in a restructuring of societal information 
production hierarchy (Figure 2).

Supported as they are by an institution and a hundred years of normative practices 
toward a functional truth, journalists enjoy a consistent authority over information based 
on their expertise, knowledge, competence and influence. Their collective motivations, 
sense of entitlement, access to credible information and professional practices – though 
constantly under scrutiny – combine to perpetuate the storytelling privilege in most com-
munities (including the one studied).

However, this evidence indicated that an alternative notion of authority may be devel-
oping among some citizen journalists as well. Motivated in some cases to improve their 
communities with ‘an alternative to the media machine’, citizens were gaining their own 
kinds of access to information, creating their own professional etiquette and, most 
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importantly, developing the feeling that they too had attained a right to tell stories and be 
listened to as someone who knew and contributed to community truths. If journalistic 
authority emerges via the exercising of societal truth telling, and if the limitations on that 
truth do not exist for some of those tellers, then the umbrella concept must also adapt to 
such evolving parameters. An analysis of this evidence revealed that citizens do not so 
much possess authority over news products as they achieve varying levels of authority 
surrounding specific stories or niche interests such as community theater or local poli-
tics. The term ‘authority’ becomes a process creation rather than a characteristic – at least 
for citizen bloggers. Citizen information producers attain a greater sense of entitlement 
to tell community stories in a public manner the more they facilitate a dialogue with 
whatever facts are present. It is within that moderation – the creation of that dialogic 
truth – that a blogger, for example, starts taking initiative in his or her specific area (sug-
gesting story ideas, offering news tips to journalists, or asking provocative questions), 
and with every post that ignites any community-wide discussion, his or her communal 
knowledge and authority grow in that process – or at least, so is their presumption.2

Furthermore, over time, some of these bloggers did seem to be building a foundation 
of influence and even social capital3 among the general population of information pro-
ducers (exemplified by the reciprocity between some members of the two groups). Thus, 
all the members in this information-production community were assuming some varia-
tion of authority that must present as less hierarchical and exclusive. This Madison, WI, 
information-production community appeared to be evolving into an entity more public, 
but also less institutional and less cohesive. What would happen should the All Together 
Now journalists actually include, even promote, the inclusion of the local bloggers, as 
promised (and the bloggers accepted)? How would that melding of these two communi-
ties affect these content producers’ authority with their audiences with such an explicit, 
public sanctioning?4 The final ‘product’ presumably becomes a hybrid of ‘news’: jour-
nalism combined with packets of information that include everything from links to 

Figure 2. Information-producing communities
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opinions to quotes. Future research might explore the implications of this content through 
other methods, such as content analyses of blogs compared to corresponding journalism. 
Of course, visitors to any of this content must consider the particular genre of authority 
being assumed, and, just as with contemporary journalistic products, be educated about 
motivations, access and modes of professionalism on the part of the authors.

Conclusion
Citizen journalists have certainly not attained full membership in that interpretive jour-
nalistic community that Zelizer (1993) once described, but bloggers will tell you that 
was never their intent. These data do show that citizens are forming a loose collective 
penetrating the journalistic community. As a result, multiple information-producing 
authorities emerged here, creating an intersecting communal space that journalists must 
consider as they adapt for the digital age. When citizens possess press passes, develop 
‘insider’ knowledge and organize routines in knowing, they necessarily become part of 
the news production community. Thus, this research also argues that an ideological tran-
sition for this community is at hand. As some of the local bloggers became more vocal 
and visible as information producers, both journalists and some citizens grappled with 
securing a stable role for themselves as a news purveyor. The belief system of the mem-
bers in this information-producing community must ideologically accommodate the 
normative and organizational changes when ‘facts’ can include ‘pointed opinion’ and 
when ‘anyone can know’.
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Notes
1 This full quote was: ‘Those dickwad bloggers are … never going to have access.’
2 A researcher might want to conduct an audience study to determine just how influential these 

bloggers are to the community at large, however.
3 Social capital is another necessary component to any working community, according to 

Putnam (2000).
4 Another research question for that audience study.
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